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Get details of the twinning association from 01 628 521 864

Ceremony with fun and laughter.
On Saturday 28 June history was made when dignitaries of Bourne End and
Octeville sur Mer signed the final charters completing the formal twinning
between the two communities. The first charters had been signed in Octeville
sur Mer on 5 April. The village was alive with bunting, flags and flowers.
Nearly all the shops displayed posters and several had put on special
window displays with a French theme. Outside the Community Centre, the
Union Jack and the Tricolour were flying from two large flagpoles, which had
been installed by Michael Shanley Homes. Above the doorway flew flags with
the emblems of the two twinning associations. In front of the door Bucks
Discount Warehouse had laid a red carpet.
Inside the Community Centre large flags and bunting decorated the walls and
magnificent flower arrangements, created by the Flower Club, brightened the
stage and the top table. Gifts were ready for the guests and the scene was
set.
At 3pm 25 visitors representing the Comité de Jumelage d'Octeville sur Mer
arrived in Wakeman Road and were soon established in their host homes for
a brief rest before the signing ceremony The seats soon filled up as local
people came along to see this historic moment. Claytons School Band
played a variety of melodies including their version of 'Sur le pont
D'Avignone' to make the guests feel at home.
Then it was time for the twinning association chairman, Mike Hill, to welcome
the guests and Mike was followed by Philippe Marie, Mayor of Octeville sur
Mer, David Paul from Wooburn Parish Council, CJO President, Alain Richard,
Dennis Green, Chairman of Wycombe District Council and Dominic Grieve,MP
for Beaconsfield.
A symbolic key was presented to the Mayor of Octeville sur Mer by six year old Fabrice Hammerlindl and BEBTA received
a painting of Octeville sur Mer from the CJO painted by one of his member, Ghislaine MORCAMP.
Following the signing of the twinning charter eight year old Luisa Rose presented gifts to the guests from Octeville sur
Mer. Dancers from Wye Valley School delighted everyone with their lively interpretation of some modern music. Then it
was time to move out of the hall and into the foyer to unveil a commemorative panel which will be a permanent fixture.
The fingerpost and the road sign were unveiled before returning to the Community Centre for the celebration dinner.
Entertainment was provided by 'Three's Company' and the Operatic Society. And the good news is that the whole
celebration had been recorded by the Bourne End Video Camera Club who will be producing a video to remind everyone
of a wonderful event and a copy will be sent to our French friends of Octeville sur Mer.

Barbecue and twinning event in Octeville sur Mer on 27/28 september
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